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“What does freedom mean to you?” This question is
asked to you, the player, at a crucial point in
‘Pyre’s story. As with any game driven by player

choice, the words you choose will affect how your character is
seen by your companions and the story as a whole. But unlike
other games in the visual-novel genre which gives the player
somewhere between 2-5 different choices, ‘Pyre’ gives you
twelve different answers and each answer speaks more towards
how the player feels in reality than in the game. It might not be
an easy question to answer but ‘Pyre’ never compels you to
make the right choices rather it tells the player - the only thing
that matters is that we remain free to choose.

To simply categorize ‘Pyre’ as a visual-novel would be doing
the game a grave injustice. Ir’s actually a decisively strange
combination that can be simply described as a deep, story-dri-
ven RPG sports game. That might sound confused or preten-
tious on the surface and it’s what kept me from picking up the
game ever since its release this summer. But about 30 minutes
into the game, I was hooked. The characters, the quirky fantasy
setting and the writing had me enthralled from the very start
of my campaign.

A league of their own  
‘Pyre’ takes place in ‘The Downside’ - a dreary yet starkly

beautiful land that acts as a sort of prison to a nation known as
‘The Commonwealth’. The game begins with you the protagonist
(later called the Reader) waking up with no recollection of your
past life or the crime that lead you to your exile in ‘The Down-
side’. Almost immediately you’re confronted by three wayward
companions - Hedwyen the wanderer, Rusky the charming cur
(this world’s dogs) and the imposing Jodariel (a demon-human
hybrid). They too are exiles and decide to aid you more so for

curiosity sake rather than the goodness of their hearts. They
allow you to come aboard their wagon and travel with them. On
your travels, you will earn their trust, find and befriend other ex-
iles, learn about the world’s history and most importantly - fight
to regain the freedom of your companions and maybe yourself
in the ancient ritual of ‘The Rites’. 

‘The Rites’ is where the RPG/Sports gameplay comes in.
Think of it as a 3-on-3 match where the offensive tactics are
similar to basketball while the defensive manoeuvres incorporate

a more football-like approach. The match revolves around the
Celestial Orb (simply a ball) that must be throw or carried into
the opponents Pyre (simply a goalpost) until it is extinguished.
Each character has an Aura that can be projected forward, if you
or your opponent gets hit or runs into an Aura, they are banished
(simply put on the side-lines) for a short period of time. Whoever
is holding on to the Orb loses their Aura and thus is vulnerable
unless they pass it to a team-mate. You can even fling it to your
opponent, make them catch it and then strike them while their
defenceless, thus putting them on the sidelines for a short period.
The challenge lies in being only allowed to move a single char-
acter at a time but you’re free to select which member of your
team you wish to control whenever you please. 

Matches are fast, intense and nail-bitingly close at times. Each
character has their own set of abilities and attributes so choosing
the right character against the variety of opponents you will
come across is never an easy decision. Jodariel for instance is
extremely slow but her massive size means she can project her
Aura large distances and is able to throw the Orb quickly as well.
Sir Gilman, another character you meet in your journey is simply
a worm. As such his Aura is almost non-existent but he offsets
that by being hard to catch and his valiant nature gives him
‘heroic’ boosts when his team is behind or banished. Your team
will grow into an 8-man roster and his character in it functions
and plays completely different from the other. Sport fans will
love the different tactics you can use and just how fluid the
gameplay feels while RPG enthusiasts can immerse themselves
into each of the characters lore and skill-tree abilities, each one
connecting itself to the world and its mythos. It is a fascinating
amalgamation that works on many levels. But what truly makes
all this come together is the story behind it all.

Freedom isn’t free 
The main goal of your journey through ‘The Downside’ is the

pursuit of ‘The Rites’ and by simply participating in them - you
are gaining favour towards your ultimate goal - freedom from
exile, a chance to go back to ‘The Commonwealth’. But freedom,
much like any desperately sort after goal, comes with a price.

Journeys through The Downside:

‘Pyre’ is 2017’s most enlightening

gaming experience


